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Front cover: Reclaimed Chestnut RPL-EW21 - page 35. This page: Storm Oak RL12 - page 20
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We travel the world in our quest to bring you  
exceptional floors that inspire and delight. From the  
ancient forests of Europe, to the remote Australian  

outback and beyond, we seek out expressive  
and intriguing forms in the natural world to  

influence our unique floor designs.

By combining these original features with cutting  
edge design, we create simply beautiful floors  

that you’ll love for a lifetime.

At Karndean we see 
flooring differently...
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All the benefits of Karndean Designflooring...

Environmentally friendly
All Karndean floors are  

100% recyclable and
environmentally friendly.

Lifetime guarantee
Designed to give you peace  

of mind, every Karndean  
floor is guaranteed to last  

for years to come.

Waterproof
Karndean’s waterproof floors stand 

up to spills of all sizes and won’t swell, 
crack or warp when wet.

Durable
Unlike other flooring alternatives, 
Karndean gives you the look and 
feel of natural products but with 
the durability and resilience of 

luxury vinyl. 

Comfortable underfoot
Our products are softer and  

warmer underfoot than natural  
wood and stone flooring. 

Pet friendly
From muddy paw prints to household 
accidents and anything in-between, 
Karndean’s low-maintenance floors 

are designed with pets in mind.

Hygienic
Unlike carpets, our floors  

don’t hold dust, dirt, pollen  
or other allergens.

Why Karndean?

Benefits
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Quiet compared to  
other hard floors

Karndean is quieter underfoot 
compared to most hard flooring 

alternatives.

K-Guard+
We use K-Guard+ surface 

technology for scuff and stain 
resistance ensuring there 

is no need to apply an 
additional surface 

treatment following 
installation.

Compatible with  
underfloor heating 

For added warmth, Karndean is 
perfectly suitable for underfloor 

heating systems up to 27°C.

Realistic wood designs
Inspired by nature, our products are  
designed in-house and realistically  
replicate the look and feel of real  

wood and stone materials.

Easy to clean  
and look after 

A sweep and mop with Karndean 
Clean is all you need to keep your 

Karndean floor looking great.

Child friendly
Karndean floors offer children a  
safe and comfortable space to  

play, and parents a durable,  
easy-to-clean surface.

Benefits

Resists indentation
All Karndean floors stand  
up to the impact of day  

to day life.
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Full of charm and character, our Art Select wood collection brings the 
natural beauty of real timber to life in your home.

Through meticulous attention to detail and careful selection of some of the 
most beautiful and inspiring natural woods, our Art Select wood collection 

includes our most intricate designs and realistic embosses.

Each plank is handcrafted to reflect the unique grains, knots and textures 
of natural wood, but unlike real wood we’re able to design a floor that’s not 

only beautiful and realistic but is also practical.

Everything that a beautiful wood floor should be, and so much more,  
each of our Art Select woods tells its own story.

Art Select Wood

Art Select Wood
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New for 2019
Our Art Select range welcomes 14 new designs for 2019, 

featuring inspiration from hickory, oak and chestnuts.

Each of these designs accurately replicate the features and 
characteristics of the real woods that inspired them.

In a range of shades from light and airy to rich and warm, 
the new designs will bring the natural beauty of real wood 

to life in any home.
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Mountain Oak SM-RL22 | RL22 with DS04 3mm design strip - page 47

French oak has been long-established as a popular choice of flooring. Inspired by 
wood sourced from European forests, French oak boards are recognisable for their 
clean, natural designs and with recent interior design trends calling for neutrals and 
pastels, our designers have kept the colour tones in line with this. 

A single-smoking process enhances the smooth, flowing grain variation which 
creates a beautifully tonal floor. Our designers went for a matte finish which further 
enhances the subtle tonality of this beautiful wood. 

Our latest oak designs have been created in a large 56” x 9” plank and 18” x 3” 
parquet format, ideal for zoning within large open plan spaces.

11
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 Fabrica WP419 - page 19

Salvaged from the floor joists, granary boards and roof rafters of traditional 
American barns and factories, the wood ranges widely in colour from light browns 
to a dark chocolate. 

The original boards that our designers recovered on a trip to a reclamation yard in 
Ohio, featured an array of cracks, worm holes and blemishes which were the result 
of dehydration, beetle infestation and weathering. It was immediately clear that 
these boards would make a fantastic floor with the contrast of the wood’s attractive 
grain structure and the nail holes and raft marks from previous use. Typically left 
unpolished for its eclectic, rustic appearance, the American chestnut creates a 
striking and unique floor design. Our subtle matte finish replicates the original 
unpolished boards. 

Reclaimed Chestnut RPL-EW21 - page 35

13
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Weathered Hickory EW11 with DS04 10mm design strip - page 29

Our reclaimed hickory was recovered from a reclamation yard and the original trees 
would once have stood tall in the forests that cover the East and Midwest USA. The 
contrast in colour between the deeper ‘heartwood’ of the plank and the bright, outer 
sapwood creates a stunning effect in the reclaimed product.

During the early American period, it was common practice to saw the logs with 
mechanical rotary blades. This process inspired us to introduce a new and exclusive 
emboss to this product that enhances the reclaimed characteristics, giving the planks 
a genuine, subtle cross-sawn appearance and texture. The stark colour variation 
creates a unique and elegant design.
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Featured floor: Prairie Oak RL20 with Quadrant border - page 24

Our oak designs are amongst the most popular flooring choice, offering a versatile 
range of colour and plank options. With designs inspired by traditional French 
oaks, the Oak Royale collection features a range of hues, including gentle beige, 
cool grey and warm honey tones to blend seamlessly into décor styles from 
traditional country to modern industrial. This beautiful collection offers some of our 
most intricate designs featuring realistic grain and knot details and a gently rippled 
handscraped texture, to create a truly authentic look.

17

Oak
Royale

Pages 19 – 26
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19 Oak Royale

Glacier Oak RL21

Glacier Oak offers the beauty and style of traditional 

French oak but in a stunning palette of on-trend glacial 

greys – shades not ordinarily found in oak. With subtle 

hints of soft pinks and beige to warm the overall effect, you 

can tailor your room design to complement the pastels, or 

contrast with darker wooden furniture and accessories.  

Matching parquet plank: Glacier Oak SM-RL21 - page 45



20Oak Royale

Storm Oak RL12 Matching parquet plank: Storm Oak AP07 - page 46  |  Storm Oak SBW-RL12 - page 56

Mountain Oak RL22 with DS04 3mm design strip Matching parquet plank: Mountain Oak SM-RL22 - page 47



21 Oak Royale 

Savannah Oak RL23

Savannah Oak is inspired by wood sourced 

from European forests. An attractive wood in its 

natural state, it works well in both traditional and 

contemporary interiors. With subtle golden hues, 

the delicate sandy shade running through the 

grain forms an intricate, attractive pattern. 



22Oak Royale

Matching parquet plank: Savannah Oak SM-RL23 - page 48



23 Oak Royale

Spring Oak RL01 with DS02 and DS05 5mm design strips

Inspired by the beauty and warmth of 

traditional blond oak with none of the practical 

challenges of real wood maintenance. This 

classic looking oak creates an airy sense of 

space whatever your room style.

Matching parquet plank: Blond Oak AP01 - page 51



24Oak Royale

Prairie Oak RL20 Matching parquet plank: Prairie Oak SM-RL20 - page 49



25 Oak Royale

Spanish Cherry RL05

Summer Oak RL02

Matching parquet plank: Spanish Cherry AP05 - page 54



26Oak Royale

Winter Oak RL04

For a rich, classic dark wood effect, take a look 

at Winter Oak. Its lovely chocolatey tones add a 

feeling of depth and sophistication to any room. 

The realistic grain and gently rippled surface bring 

you all the texture and warmth of real timber.
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Featured floor: Classic Hickory EW13 with DS06 10mm design strip - page 31

Our Handcrafted collections features three designs in warm and inviting finishes. 
Our original, stained hickory planks have been delicately created with a registered 
emboss to follow the exact grain and knot details of the design. Our classic hickory 
design features intense colour variation, while an exclusive emboss reproduces the 
characteristic saw marks and texture of the original planks. Faithfully replicating 
the unique array of cracks and blemishes of aged timbers, our Reclaimed Chestnut 
design has a subtle matte finish for an eclectic, rustic appearance.

Handcrafted
Pages 29 – 36

27
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Weathered Hickory EW11 with DS04 10mm design strip

Handcrafted



30Handcrafted

Vintage Hickory EW12

Elegant and stylish, this attractive and characterful design is a 

variation on a natural American hickory. The light sandy tones 

of the outer sapwood stand out against the darker heartwood. 

Retaining the subtle cross-sawn marks found in the reclaimed 

timber, Vintage Hickory provides the perfect look for those 

wanting a traditional wood in an on-trend shade.



31 Handcrafted

Classic Hickory EW13



32Handcrafted

Natural Hickory EW10

The contrasting colours found in hickory produce 

a dramatic effect when used in flooring. Our latest 

emboss features the subtle cross-sawn marks found in 

the reclaimed timber to give Natural Hickory, with its 

warm golden hues, an unfinished appearance for an 

authentic look in more traditional settings.



33 Handcrafted

Reclaimed Chestnut EW21
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Random plank version: Reclaimed Chestnut RPL-EW21 - page 35

Handcrafted



35 Handcrafted

Reclaimed Chestnut RPL-EW21

Inspired by American chestnut, a species which suffered near-

extinction in the early 20th Century, our Reclaimed Chestnut 

planks feature a wide range of colour tones from blonds and 

creams to dark chocolates. With its eclectic, rustic appearance, 

and varied plank widths and lengths, Reclaimed Chestnut 

creates a truly striking floor that never fails to impress. 

Regular plank: Reclaimed Chestnut EW21 - page 33



36Handcrafted

Hickory Peppercorn EW02

Hickory Peppercorn is the deepest brown of 

our Handcrafted collection, in which the clever 

mirroring of surface texture to grain pattern 

creates a uniquely tactile and detailed design. 

Run your fingers over the knots and tooling marks 

to really appreciate the realism of the finish.

Hickory Nutmeg EW03



Featured floor: Morning Oak HC02 - page 39

Oak
Premier

37

Pages 39 – 42

Inspired by traditional oak, each design features the faithful replication of realistic 
grain and knot details, finished with a unique texture. With a range of warm, 
variable tones and designs crafted to match the traditional look of real oak flooring, 
each of our Oak Premier designs creates a homely, classic look in any space.
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Morning Oak HC02

Oak Premier

Matching parquet plank: Morning Oak AP06 - page 52



40Oak Premier

Dawn Oak HC01

Inspired by the traditional craftsmanship 

associated with premium oak flooring, the 

classic style and gentle texture of Dawn Oak 

provides an ideal backdrop to your space.

Matching parquet plank: Auburn Oak AP02 - page 53



41 Oak Premier

Dusk Oak HC03



42Oak Premier

Midnight Oak HC06 Matching parquet plank: Black Oak AP03 - page 54



Featured floor: Savannah Oak SM-RL23 - page 48

Inspired by traditional parquetry, we’ve taken classic parquet and crafted a 
collection that will transform any room in your house with our most intricate  
and elegant oak designs. Charming and sophisticated, our parquet flooring  
can be arranged in a variety of patterns, such as herringbone or block. Each  
of our parquet designs is available in a matching full sized plank, ideal for home 
designers looking to add visual interest in open plan spaces or to match flooring 
‘room to room’.

Parquet

43

Pages 45 – 56
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45 Parquet

Glacier Oak SM-RL21 Matching plank: Glacier Oak RL21 - page 19



46Parquet

Storm Oak AP07 with DS12 5mm design strip

Create a modern parquet look with the ashy grey 

tones of Storm Oak. Featuring a handscraped 

emboss provides an authentic look without 

the difficult upkeep, it’s the perfect style to add 

character to your space.

Matching plank: Storm Oak RL12 - page 20
Matching parquet plank: Storm Oak SBW-RL12 - page 56



47 Parquet

Mountain Oak SM-RL22

Mountain Oak features subtle, gentle shades 

of colour ranging from pinky-creams to 

pastel grey-browns. This on-trend neutral 

provides an ideal base for a modern, 

minimalistic setting. Use accessories to 

introduce colour themes and textures.

Matching plank: Mountain Oak RL22 - page 20



48Parquet

Savannah Oak SM-RL23 Matching plank: Savannah Oak RL23 - page 21



49 Parquet

Prairie Oak SM-RL20 with DS06 5mm design strip

Inspired by wood sourced from European forests, 

Prairie Oak presents a beautiful array of pale earthy 

browns. The lighter shades offer a stylish modern 

alternative to traditional oak flooring without losing 

the detail in the grain.
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Matching plank: Prairie Oak RL20 - page 24

Parquet



51 Parquet

Blond Oak AP01 Matching plank: Spring Oak RL01 - page 23



52Parquet

Morning Oak AP06 with DS06 10mm design strip Matching plank: Morning Oak HC02 - page 39



53 Parquet

Auburn Oak AP02 Matching plank: Dawn Oak HC01 - page 40
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Spanish Cherry AP05 | RL05 with DS01 3mm design strip Matching plank: Spanish Cherry RL05 - page 25

Parquet

Black Oak AP03 Matching plank: Midnight Oak HC06 - page 42



55 Parquet

Enjoy the blond tones of Spring Oak in 

a timeless basketweave style featuring a 

combination of traditional planks and key 

squares. Perfect for adding charm to any 

living space with an authentic handscraped 

finish and naturally inspired grain details.

Matching plank: Spring Oak RL01 - page 23
Matching parquet plank: Blond Oak AP01 -page 51Spring Oak SBW-RL01



56Parquet

Storm Oak SBW-RL12  
with DS10 3mm and DS12 5mm design strips

Matching plank: Storm Oak RL12 - page 20
Matching parquet plank: Storm Oak AP07 - page 46

Our basketweave designs are inspired by the 

Parquet de Versailles pattern, traditionally 

found in grand châteaux in France. Available in 

a classic blond colour, or contemporary grey. 

Perfect for adding charm to any living space with 

an authentic handscraped finish and naturally 

inspired grain details. 
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114mm, 152mm and 228mm

(4.5”, 6” and 9”) widths and various lengths

1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Prairie Oak RL20

(pg 24)

Glacier Oak RL21

(pg 19)

Mountain Oak RL22

(pg 20)

Savannah Oak RL23

(pg 21)

Oak Royale
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Spring Oak RL01*

(pg 23)

Summer Oak RL02

(pg 25)

Winter Oak RL04

(pg 26)

Spanish Cherry RL05

(pg 25)

Storm Oak RL12

(pg 20)
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Reclaimed Chestnut EW21

Reclaimed Chestnut RPL-EW21

Natural Hickory EW10

(pg 32)

Weathered Hickory EW11

(pg 29)

Vintage Hickory EW12

(pg 30)

Classic Hickory EW13

(pg 31)

(pg 33)

(pg 35)

Handcrafted
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Hickory Peppercorn EW02

(pg 36)

Hickory Nutmeg EW03

(pg 36)

Art Select overview

Classic Hickory EW13 - page 31

Art Select overview
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457mm x 76mm (18” x 3”)

Prairie Oak SM-RL20

(pg 49)

Savannah Oak SM-RL23

(pg 48)

Glacier Oak SM-RL21

(pg 45)

Mountain Oak SM-RL22

(pg 47)

228mm x 76mm (9” x 3”)

Blond Oak AP01

(pg 51)

Storm Oak AP07

(pg 46)

Morning Oak AP06

(pg 52)

Auburn Oak AP02

(pg 53)

Spanish Cherry AP05

(pg 54)

Black Oak AP03

(pg 54)

Parquet
114mm x 114mm / 305mm x 76mm
(4.5” x 4.5” / 12” x 3”)

Spring Oak SBW-RL01 Storm Oak SBW-RL12

(pg 55) (pg 56)

Oak Premier
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Midnight Oak HC06

Dawn Oak HC01

(pg 40)

Morning Oak HC02

(pg 39)

Dusk Oak HC03

(pg 41)

(pg 42) Dusk Oak HC03 - page 41

Storm Oak AP07 - page 46

Art Select overview
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Order a selection of chip samples 
Order free chip samples to help narrow down your choices.

These small samples are particularly helpful if you’re looking to 

create a moodboard of ideas to get started.

Why not take advantage of our 
full-size sample service?
If you’ve narrowed your choice down to a few designs,  

and you’re looking to get an idea of how each design will look in 

your room of choice against furniture and fabrics, our full-sized 

samples will guide you in making your decision. 

Visit www.karndean.com/samples to order today.

Sample service
At Karndean, we know how important it is for you to visualise what your floor will look 

like with your walls, furniture and accessories, so use our sample service to help.

Sample service
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Online tools
We have worked hard to develop useful digital tools to allow you to narrow down your 
colour choices and help you visualise what your floor will look like in your own home.

See it in your own home 
If you’d like to see what your favourite 

floors look like in your own home, try 

our Augmented Reality App. Our clever 

app allows you to place any selected 

Karndean flooring in your home so you 

can see what it would look like in-situ.

Online tools

Moodboards
Our new Moodboards tool allows you to create personal 

moodboards with links to your favourite products, images and 

posts to look back on later or share with family and friends.

Floorstyle
Our Floorstyle Floor Designer tool contains our entire 

catalogue of products. You can select your favourite designs 

and see them in a variety of typical room settings. Floorstyle 

also allows you to change angles and laying patterns, add 

grout effect strips to the design, compare floors side by side, 

and also share your creations.

Style Finder
Our Style Finder tool is designed to help you narrow 

down your choices when choosing Karndean 

Designflooring for your home. Answer a few simple 

questions, and based on your answers, we will narrow 

down our products to show you our top picks for your 

next project. Or take a look at our Product Selector app, 

that contains our whole product range.

http://
http://
http://
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Find your local Karndean retailer 
and create a simply beautiful floor 

you’ll love for a lifetime

Contact us

Why not visit our Design Showroom?

Based at our headquarters in the beautiful Vale of Evesham, we always have the latest products on display, with 

over 500m2 of ideas and designs to inspire you. 

As well as seeing the full range of Karndean Designflooring, you can speak to our trained advisors, use our design 

tables to try out your design ideas and take away full sized samples with you. We even have a children’s area if you 

want to bring them along on your visit.

Opening times:

Monday - Friday
9am - 5.30pm

Saturday
9am - 5.00pm

Sundays and 
Bank Holidays
10am - 4.00pm

Our showroom is 
open throughout 
the year with the 
following exceptions:

Easter Sunday

Christmas Day

Boxing Day

New Year’s Day

You will only truly appreciate the stunning beauty of a  

Karndean floor by seeing it in-person. We support a network 

of over 2,000 independent retailers across the UK and Ireland, 

where you’ll be able to do just that, as well as receive expert  

help and support when choosing and installing your dream  

floor. To provide complete peace of mind, Karndean products 

purchased through these retailers will receive our market-

leading lifetime guarantee.

Use our online search facility to find your nearest Karndean 

Retail Partner www.karndean.com/findaretailer.

Contact us

Crab Apple Way,
Vale Park, 
Evesham, 
Worcestershire
WR11 1GP

Tel: 01386 820182

designshowroom@
karndean.co.uk

Opening times may vary over the Christmas period, please visit the 

website for full details www.karndean.com
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We offer more than 200 flooring choices across gluedown, loose lay and rigid core format. 
Download or order a copy online to view the complete collection inspired by the look and 

texture of natural wood and stones.

See our full brochure
for more ranges…

We are careful to make sure our brochures are accurate and printed to very high standards, but photography and printing cannot 

always create a perfect representation of our products. For this reason, we strongly recommend that you look at a sample of any 

product you are considering before placing your order. 

All our products are inspired by things we have seen in the natural world. Just as variation in colour and detail is part of the unique beauty 

of natural materials, it is also a feature of many of our designs. This means that with some of our products you will see natural variation 

when your floor is laid. If in doubt, ask your retailer to show you a larger sample of the product. 

We love developing new ideas and improving on our existing designs. This does mean that sometimes products are withdrawn at short 

notice. We hate to disappoint, and will always try to work with you to find an alternative design that you love just as much.

22 Karndean in the...

 Drift CER17 - page 80

 Otono LM15 | Fiore LM16 - page 59  Texas White Ash RKP8105 - page 187

 Classic Oak VGW86T - page 96

‘Explore by Room’
on our website 

www.karndean.com 
for more

information.

Karndean in the 

Bathroom
Karndean Designflooring is warm underfoot and waterproof, making it 

ideal for your bathroom. With Karndean, you can achieve the look you 

want but without the practical limitations of natural stone and wood, 

meaning your bathroom floor will remain in great condition for many, 

many years to come.

Waterproof Comfortable 
underfoot

Compatible with 
underfloor heating

16 About us

Wood at a glance - all ranges

 RKP8105 pg 187

 RKP8101 pg 186 RKP8103 pg 189

 RKP8116 pg 187
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 RKP8115 pg 188

 RKP8111 pg 188  LLP103 pg 170

 LLP105 pg 169 LLP101 pg 170

 LLP95 pg 169

 LLP94 pg 169 LLP92 pg 168

 LLP113 pg 169

 LLP109 pg 171

 LLP108 pg 169

 LLP308 pg 165

 LLP307 pg 165

 LLP305 pg 166

 LLP311 pg 163  LLP306 pg 163

 LLP310 pg 162

 LLP304 pg 163

 LLP317 pg 167

 LLP97 pg 170  KP91 pg 129

 KP40 pg 129

 KP51 pg 124

 KP39 pg 127

 KP97 pg 128

 KP67 pg 129

 KP94 pg 127

 KP105 pg 123

 KP95 pg 127

 KP131 pg 123 SM-KP132 pg 123

 KP136 pg 126

 KP132 pg 122

 KP138 pg 124

 KP133 pg 124

 KP141 pg 131

 SM-KP138 pg 123

 SM-KP94 pg 127

 WP412 pg 108

 WP314 pg 108

 WP411 pg 109

 WP418 pg 107

 WP419 pg 106

 WP423 pg 107 WP422 pg 107
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 VGW93T pg 98

 VGW85T pg 93
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 VGW44T pg 97

 VGW76T pg 97
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 RP97 pg 66

 RP104 pg 68

 RP11 pg 64

 RP102 pg 65

 RP98 pg 65

 RP103 pg 65

 RP73 pg 67 RP91 pg 66

 RP90 pg 65

 RL01 pg 43

 AP01 pg 39

 RL02 pg 43  HC02 pg 47 AP06 pg 39

 SBW-RL01 pg 38

ABOUT US 5 
 Benefits 6
 Our ranges 9
 New products 10
 At a glance 16

KARNDEAN IN THE... 20
 Kitchen 20
 Bathroom 22
 Living room 24

GLUEDOWN RANGES 26 
Why gluedown? 28 
What is Designflooring?  30
Art Select 
 Wood 34 
 Stone   50
Da Vinci 
 Wood   62
 Stone 72
Michelangelo
 Stone   82
Van Gogh 
 Wood   90
Opus 
 Wood   104
 Stone   112
Knight Tile 
 Wood   120
 Stone   132

DESIGNFLOORING COMPONENTS
(Fold-out guide) 141
 Decorative borders 142
 Design strips 144 
 Design features 146

KALEIDOSCOPE 148

LOOSE LAY 156 
Why loose lay? 158 
Karndean LooseLay 
 Wood 160 
 Stone   174

RIGID CORE 180 
Why rigid core? 182 
Korlok 
 Wood 184

Sample service 192
Online tools 193
Contact us 194 
Cleaning and maintenance 195
Product overview 196 

Colour and Pattern Reproduction

 Grey Riven Slate ST16 with DS10 3mm design strip

New timeless  

slate floors...

Our new Knight Tile designs feature three timeless slate looks all created from slate 

sourced by our in-house designers from a live quarry in the Lake District. From the 

traditional style of Black Riven Slate with its dark charcoal tones creating a three-

dimensional riven appearance, and subtle grey modern tones of Grey Riven Slate to 

Honed Oyster Slate with its smooth, neutral finish and distinctive linear markings.
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Art Select Oak Premier 47

For a full Product overview of Art Select Wood, see page 196.

See page 141 for our fold-out guide to Designflooring components to create your own designflooring style.

Dusk Oak HC03

Dawn Oak HC01

Morning Oak HC02

Midnight Oak HC06

Evening Oak HC05

66

For a full Product Overview of Da Vinci Wood, see page 196.

See page 141 for our fold-out guide to Designflooring components to create your own designflooring style.

Da Vinci Wood

Limed Jute Oak RP97 

Lorenzo Warm Oak RP91 

Arno Smoked Oak RP92 with DS02 5mm design strip

K-Guard+

For scuff and stain resistance, K-Guard+ 

ensures there is no need for an additional 

surface treatment following installation.Blended Oak RP95

Lime Washed Oak SM-KP99

Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101

Contact us

Simply beautiful floors 
that you’ll love for a lifetime

Simply beautiful floors 
that you’ll love for a lifetime



Keep up-to-date with us:

Follow us on Twitter @karndeanUK

Like us on Facebook karndeanUK

Follow our boards on Pinterest karndeanFloors

For interior ideas follow us on Houzz karndeandesignflooring

Follow us on Instagram karndean_UK 

Karndean Designflooring

Tel: 01386 820200

Email: info@karndean.co.uk
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